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GCSE and the level of results hit the deadlines this year, with many commenting that unfair results seemed. There have been calls for the Education Secretary, Gavin Williamson, to step down and the former Ofqual exam boss, Sally Collier, has resigned due to the A-level scandal. If you or someone in your life feels that
you have not reached the grades they deserve, there are ways to appeal. Here's all you need to know about the current system, how exams are graded this year and how to appeal. How were students graded this summer? What are centre assessment grades? Ofqual - the government's regulator of qualifications,
exams and tests in England - asked schools and colleges to use their professional experience to make a fair and objective judgment of the grade they thought a student would have achieved if they had taken the exams. These are called CAGs. What are ranks? After deciding on the most likely CAGs for students,
schools and colleges, they then created a ranking of students within each grade of each subject. For example, each student in grade 5 GCSE Mathematics would have been ranked from highest to lowest - where student 1 is the safest to take the grade, student 2 is the next safest, and so on. This included both higher
and foundation i. How are CAG's allowed in schools and colleges? Before the exam boards, all grade and rank orders were signed by two subject teachers; one to the head of the department. Your director should have approved the CAG and rankings, declaring the information accurate and that it represented their
professional judgment. If they weren't available, this assignment would have been given to a deputy. All this information, together with data on the school's historical performance, would be sent to exam boards such as AQA, Pearson and OCR. What are calculated grades? After receiving the CAGs, rank orders and all
the other school performance data, the exam board would have standardized them for all schools and colleges and given you a calculated grade. How do they decide on calculated grades? The selection boards would have taken into account the prior qualifications and the distribution of grades at national level. Put
simply, what the cohort of pupils, not the individual, had previously achieved in the KS2 exams, GCSEs, AS levels, etc., is that the final grades were aligned with all schools and colleges, and of the same value as in previous years. On the basis of this standardisation, each grade could have gone up or down, which
means that the grade awarded to the student could have been different from that sent to the exam boards by his or her school or college. What grade did I get on the day of the results? After the government U turn, AS, A Level and GCSE students were given the centre's assessment degree (CAG) as the end result if
higher than the calculated grade. if the calculated categories are higher than the CAG's, the calculated categories shall be awarded. In short: you will receive the of the two. The calculated grade has been provided to the center's exam boards, so contact your school or college if you don't already know that yet. Does this
include professional and technical qualifications?No. The statistical standardisation approach applied at levels S and A and in GCSEs was not applied by organisations with the highest number of vocational and technical qualifications, VTQs. You can find more here. Getty Images What to do if you're not happy with the
results Can schools or colleges appeal to you? If they feel that the data used to standardize grades was unreliable to predict this year's results, or if there has been an administrative error with information about the CAG or rankings, such as mixing two students with similar name or accidentally copying them between the
wrong data, schools can appeal. However, they cannot appeal against CAG, which they have decided is correct when submitting it to the selection board and for which the principal has submitted a statement confirming that this is the grade students are most likely to receive. Can students appeal their grades? Even now
that the grades have changed back to the predicted teacher, it is still possible to appeal to the grades. You can ask your school to check the result (called applying for a review) or ask your school to appeal to Ofqual. Students are unable to appeal, but they can ask their school if there has been an administrative error. If
the schools agree, they can appeal to the selection board on behalf of the pupil. What should I do if I have concerns about bias or discrimination? If students have concerns about bias, discrimination or any other factor that suggests that a school or college has not behaved cautiously or with integrity in determining their
results, they should first raise those concerns at their headquarters. Students then take their concerns to the relevant exam board if they have been used in the school or colleges complaint policy first and feel there is evidence against bias then. Where there is evidence, Ofqual requires selection boards to investigate
allegations such as possible maladministration or maladministration. Technically, it's not an appeal. Can students appeal against their grades on the basis of fake results? The decision to give students a higher CAG or calculated grades means that attractive based on the trial exams is not available as the mock results
are part of the evidence schools and centers take when determining CAGs for students. How long does it take to process the appeal? If the school agrees with the appeal, it's uncertain how long the process may take due to Ofqual and the exam boards not yet being able to estimate how many Be. Ofqual is still finalising
its guidelines for appeals selection boards, including criteria under which the selection board may decide, on appeal, that the performance of a school or college in previous years has been it could be good evidence of students' expected performance this year and should be set aside for the benefit of more sensitive data.
It will soon publish the final guidance and provide examples of circumstances that could lead to a successful appeal. Getty Images FAQ: You'll be sitting your exams in the 2020s. If you're unhappy with the results, the good news is you can sit your exams in the fall. Those who choose to take their exams in the autumn
also don't have to worry about being lower than what they received this summer, as the highest grade of the two will be the final result. Exam boards issue replacement certificates for summer results when requested, and they are based on results from students' performance in exams alone, and not all non-exam
assessment grades. This, with the exception of art and design qualifications, which are not available for exams. Who can sit in the 2020 autumn exam series? All students enrolled in GCSEs, AS and A levels exams, which are designed to go ahead this summer, will also sit the fall exam series. Those who the exam
board believe have made a compelling argument about their intention to enter the summer series will also be given the opportunity to sit the exams in the autumn. Who else should take the exam in the fall? There will be a small group of students whose grades cannot be calculated this summer, and it is especially
important that these students are able to sit exams in the fall of 2020. For example, private candidates: home-schooled students, students themselves, or students who are meant to re-take exams this summer, so they were part of last year's cohort of students. How can I take part in the 2020 autumn exam series? You
can have entries for the fall exams if you have entered the school exams this summer. If you want to take the exams in the autumn, call the centre and let them know so they can take into account the capacity. Where are the students going to take the exam in the fall? You're going to take the test where you should have
taken it earlier. For example, university students must return and sit in their schools or colleges. What are the dates for the autumn 2020 exam series? As and A level exams will take place between October 5 and October 23 23, and GCSEs will go ahead between 2 and 23 November.Is free to sit the exams in the fall?
Yes, that's it. schools and colleges are expected to pay fees for all students who are due to sit exams in the summer. The Department for Education's exam support service, which starts at the beginning of the autumn cycle, helps schools and colleges book sites and invigilators if necessary. Schools and colleges can also
apply for support through the service if their autumn fee exceeds the savings that the contracting authority will return to them after the summer exams have been cancelled. Getty Images FAQ: University admissionsHow i will sit the exams in the fall will affect my Recruitment? According to UK Universities, if you decide to
take your exams in the autumn, it will usually be too late to start a university course in 2020/21 (unless the course starts in January). What if the chosen university doesn't accept me? Students must first contact the relevant college or university if they believe that the centre's assessment degree has affected their entrance
exam. Then discuss your options with a teacher, family, or educator. These may include: accepting an insurance offer, appealing for grades, re-taking the A-level in October, or going through Clearing and trying another university completely. What if you get the different degrees that your chosen university agreed on, but
it works out the same as UCAS tariff points? It depends on the university and you choose on a case-by-case basis. UCAS points are used by about a third of universities when they bid - instead of asking the BBC, a university can ask for 112 points. However, not all universities use tariff points. The more traditional the
university is, the more likely it is to ask for offers in grades rather than points. What if you miss the fixed tickets you need for your company offer? The selected university still accepts you, especially in the current climate some more flexible. Don't forget to double-check the UCAS Track for an unconditional offer, as this
means it has been officially accepted on the course. If Track shows you've failed, it's time to reassess your situation. You may decide to go through clearing, lodge an appeal, or sit exams in the fall. Be sure to let the uni, college or school know because it can delay your decision until the outcome is available. Are UCAS
and universities flexible about grade offers? UCAS states we are ready to support students, and Clearing Plus [a new additional service clearing] match for those looking for a place in the available courses they might be interested in. UCAS provides information and advice on all options open to young people on its
website and we are ready to help them both by phone and on social media. While Ofqual asks universities to take into account the approach taken for individual students as they have not had the opportunity to take exams and other assessments. In particular, you can consider whether you can provide more flexibility in
your admissions decisions than in any other year to allow students to get to the courses you offer. Universities UK confirms that universities are as flexible as possible in such unusual circumstances and are doing everything they can to support students. After the late policy change in how grades were awarded, our
message is, students should not panic, but carefully consider the next steps, talk to their parents, guardians and teachers, and get in touch with their preferred university. Recruitment teams are on standby to help and discuss the it goes on: the university concerned makes a decision by the university concerned on how
flexible an institution or a particular course can be, based on the needs of students, the availability of practicality such as specialist tools or placements, and most importantly, on the basis of the safety of students, staff and communities.'What if you get your grades, but you have changed your mind? If you no longer want
to go to your company offer, you can use the Reject Location button in the UCAS Track. But there's no going back, so make sure you've thought this through, and you're more than sure. You may still want to go for the best choice, but swap the course, so be sure to talk to your university or college first. Refusing a
university place on the UCAS Track could also terminate accommodation or scholarship agreements. Once reduced, you should take Clearing.What if the grades are better than you thought? If you have exceeded the terms of your company offer you may be interested in looking for another course that you can do via the
UCAS Adjustment service. Note: the course change is available for up to five days on The Day of A Results (August 13, 2020) and 2020. Watchara PiriyaputtanapunGetty Pictures Like this article? Sign up for our newsletter to get more of these articles delivered straight to your inbox. Registration
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